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        FEEL THE NATURE

        Unique landscape, the most beautiful beaches on the Adriatic, numerous bays and crystal clear sea are the reason why camp Straško is the best choice for your vacation!

        Learn more
      

    

  





  
  


  
    
      
        Camp Straško

        Experience incredible sunsets, enjoy movie nights, try delicious Dalmatian culinary specialties or just enjoy the pristine nature of island Pag!

Camp is located right by the sea in a beautiful bay and it spreads on 57ha of Dalmatian oak and olive trees which makes it one of the biggest and leading camps on the Adriatic and in Croatia.

Charming beach with a lot of entertainment content, sports centre, baby room, kids club and a small farm with local domestic animals will give you and your youngest ones an unforgettable vacation.

Camp Straško is an ideal destination for a great family vacation in Croatia and also for fun, recreation and well deserved peace during the hot summer days.
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          Right by the sea
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          Mobile homes

          Total comfort in the natural environment
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          Glamping

          Camping holiday with the touch of glamour!
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          Get directions
          Calculate your route using Google Maps

          
            
              We are determining how far you are from Camp Straško...
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        Looking for vacation that is a little bit more north?

        We're already there!

        Check our Camp Omišalj on the Island of Krk!

        Visit Camp Omišalj
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        Looking for vacation that is little bit more on south?

        We're already there!

        Check our Camp Jezera Lovišća on Island of Murter!

        Visit Camp Jezera Lovišća
      

    

  







  
  





  
    Discover

    
      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Gastronomy

              
                Vast variety of flawlessly prepared dishes of local and Mediterranean cuisine, fish and meat specialities, and all with a sea view and the sound of Dalmatian songs.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Camp offer

              
                Discover everything that camp Straško can offer it’s guests.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Straško beach & Pool complex

              
                Camp Straško’s beach is considered one of the most beautiful beach on island Pag and it spreads on 2000m coastal area.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Sports & entertainment

              
                If you have decided to spend your vacation actively, you’ve picked the right camp because our entertainment team will attend to your every need and thus make the camping even more interesting.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Leisure time

              
                A relaxing boat trip is a real adventure for the whole family, while water sports will surely awaken your adventurous spirit.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Kids club & Baby room

              
                Parents are free to fully enjoy their well-deserved vacation while the kids are under the watchful eye of the professional nannies and the entertainment team.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Mascots

              
                Meet Straško and Mare – the camp mascots!
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              SPECIAL OFFERS

              
                Book now and take advantage of this special offer!
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Photo gallery

              
                Check out our gallery to see what camp Straško looks like and what it can offer you.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              How to reach us?

              
                Great transport connections make this destination easily accessible and within the reach of numerous landmarks and cultural manifestations throughout the coast.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Island of Pag and Novalja

              
                Get familiarized with the charms of the moon-like landscape of the island.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              FAQ

              
                Frequently asked questions
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Map of the camp

              
                Have a look at the map of camp Straško and find your way around.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Camp rules

              
                Dear guests, please respect the house rules in order to have a peaceful and pleasant stay at camp Straško.
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              OPENING DATE 2024

              
                All information about opening date 2024
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Our recommendations

              
                Our recommendations for other campsites in Croatia
              

            

          

        

      
        
          
            
              
                
              
              

            

            
              Camp Jezera Lovišća - Murter

              
                Check our Camp Jezera Lovišća on the Island of Murter!
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          Virtual tour

          Take a walk through our camp.

            Take the tour
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          Subscribe for latest news and offers
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                    +385 53 661 226
                    Reservations

                    +385 53 663 381
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